
Workshop Briefs 

 

Construction 

 

Young people work in teams to recreate complex bridges. To add to the challenge they will not be able 

to see the bridge whilst they are building. This will put their communication, teamwork and problem 

solving skills to the test! 

Arts and Media 

 

Young people will work with actors and directors building their confidence through interactive drama 

icebreakers, learning different camera shots before filming their own scenes from real West End plays! 

 

Health and Social Care 

 

In a mock A&E environment young people work with patients (actors) to diagnose their issues whilst 

learning CPR and putting their skills into action (on dummies!)  

 

Tech Zone 

 

We have three exciting tech challenges that show young people how to use amazing free tools. Young 

people will work in teams to either design a website using Google Sites, design marketing content using 

Canva or do some basic HTML coding. They will also the the wonders of a VR! 

 

Entrepreneur Zone 

 

Young people will create their own social enterprises. They’ll complete a business model canvas learning 

how we can both make money, and help society. They will make elevator pitches developing their public 

speaking skills trying to raise money for the enterprise! 

 

Business and Finance 

 

In this trading game young people use real world issues to influence their decisions on whether to buy 

and sell. They compete in teams to make money using their problem solving skills in high pressure 

environments. 

 

Hospitality and Tourism 

 

Young people will run our interactive Futures Restaurant. They will be dealing with impatient customers 

(actors) taking orders, preparing food and helping the customer have the best possible dining 

experience. This will develop their teamwork and communication skills.  

 

 



Sport 

 

With our fantastic Sport specialists (Football Beyond Borders, Dwaynamics and Afewee) young people 

take part in a fast paced, super active games that help young people develop transferable skills through 

football and boxing. 

  


